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Abstract

We present an approach to enriching the type system of ML with a form of dependent types, where
index objects are restricted to constraint domains C, leading to the DML(C) language schema. Pure
inference for the resulting system is no longer possible, but we show that type-checking a sufficiently
annotated program can be reduced to constraint satisfaction. We prove that DML(C) is conservative
over ML, but the main technical contribution of the paper lies in our language design, including its
elaboration and type-checking rules which make the approach practical. This has been demonstrated in
related experiments where we obtained significant speedups in many examples by statically eliminating
array bound checks. There constraints are linear equalities and inequalities over integers, solved by a
variant of Fourier’s method.

1 Introduction

Type systems for functional languages can be broadly classified into those for rich, realistic languages such as
Standard ML[10], CAML[19], or Haskell[6], and those for small, pure languages such as the ones underlying
Coq[2], NuPrl[1], or PX[5]. Type checking and inference in realistic languages is theoretically decidable
and practically feasible without requiring large amounts of type annotations. In order to achieve this, the
type systems are relatively simple and only elementary properties of programs can be expressed and thus
checked by a compiler. Richer type theories such as the Calculus of Inductive Constructions (underlying
Coq) or Martin-Löf type theories (underlying NuPrl) allow full specifications to be formulated, which means
that type checking becomes undecidable or requires excessively verbose annotations. It also constrains the
underlying functional language to remain relatively pure, so that it is possible to effectively reason about
program properties within a type theory.

Some progress has been made towards bridging this gap, for example, by extracting CAML programs
from Coq proofs, by synthesizing proofs from CAML-like programs [15], or by embedding fragments of ML
into NuPrl [8]. In this paper we take a different approach, conservatively refining the type system of ML
by allowing some dependencies, without destroying the desirable properties of ML such as practical and
unintrusive type checking. Note that this is quite different from the use of dependent types to analyze
modular structure (as, for example, in [9]).

We now present a brief example from our implementation before going into further details. A correct
implementation of a reverse function on lists should return a list of the same length as its argument.
Unfortunately, this property cannot be captured by the ML’s type system. The inadequacy can be remedied
if we introduce dependent types.

The code in Figure 1 is written in the style of Standard ML with some type annotations, which will be
explained shortly. We assume that we are working over the domain of natural numbers with constants 0
and 1 and addition operation +. The datatype ’a list is defined and then indexed by a natural number,
which stands for the length of a list in this case. The constructors of ’a list are then assigned dependent
types:

∗This research was sponsored in part by the Advanced Research Projects Agency CSTO under the title “The Fox Project:
Advanced Languages for Systems Software”, ARPA Order No. C533.
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datatype ’a list = nil | cons of ’a * ’a list

typeref ’a list of nat (* indexing datatype ’a list with nat *)

with nil <| ’a list(0)

| cons <| {n:nat} ’a * ’a list(n) -> ’a list(n+1)

fun(’a) reverse(l) = let

fun aux(nil, ys) = ys

| aux(cons(x, xs), ys) = aux(xs, cons(x, ys))

where aux <| {m:nat,n:nat} ’a list(m) * ’a list(n) -> ’a list(m+n)

in aux(l, []) end

where reverse <| {n:nat} ’a list(n) -> ’a list(n)

Figure 1: An introductory example: reverse

• nil <| ’a list(0) states that nil is an ’a list of length 0.

• cons <| {n:nat} ’a * ’a list(n) -> ’a list(n+1) states that cons yields an ’a list of length
n + 1 when given a pair consisting of an element of type ’a and an ’a list of length n. We write
{n:nat} for the dependent function type constructor, usually written as Πn : nat, which can also be
seen as a universal quantifier.

Adding dependent types to ML raises a number of theoretical and pragmatic questions. We briefly
summarize our results and design choices.

The first question that arises is the meaning of expressions with effects, when they occur as index objects
to type families. In order to avoid these difficulties we require index objects to be pure. In fact, our type
system is parameterized over a domain of constraints which may be used as type indices. We can maintain
this purity and still make the connection to run-time values by using singleton types, such as int(n) which
contains just the integer n. This is critical for practical applications such as array bound checking.

The second question is the decidability and practicality of type-checking. We address this in two steps:
the first step is to define an explicit (and unacceptably verbose) language MLΠ

0 (C) for which type checking
is easily reduced to the satisfiability problem for the constraint domain C. The second step is to define an
elaboration from DML(C), a slightly extended fragment of ML, to the fully explicit language which preserves
the standard operational semantics. The correctness of elaboration and decidability of type-checking modulo
constraint satisfiability constitute the main technical contribution of this paper.

The third question is the interface between dependently annotated and other parts of a program or a
library. For this we use existential types, although they introduce non-trivial technical complications into
the elaboration procedure. For the practical treatment of existential types, see [21]. The theoretical analysis
of existential types and their properties is beyond the scope of this abstract.

We have implemented our design for a fragment of ML including definitions, recursion, datatypes, pattern
matching and polymorphism, and experimented with different constraint domains and applications. Many
of the examples are available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~hwxi/mini_examples/. For the domain of
integer equalities and inequalities, they include quicksort, byte copy, Knuth-Morris-Pratt string matching
and others in which array bound checks can be statically eliminated without requiring excessive annotation.
On symbolic domains we verify that the red/black invariant for binary trees is preserved in a dictionary
library, and verify type preservation for an interpreter of the simply-typed λ-calculus by checking dependent
types.

In our experience, DML(C) is acceptable from the pragmatic point of view: programs can often be
annotated with very little internal change, annotations are usually to the point and less than 20% of
the entire code, and the resulting constraint simplification problems can be solved in practice. Also the
annotations are mechanically verified, and therefore can be fully trusted as program documentation.
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base types β ::= bool | int | (other user defined datatypes)
types σ, τ ::= β | 1 | τ ∗ σ | σ → τ

patterns p ::= x | c(p) | 〈〉 | 〈p1, p2〉
matches ms ::= (p⇒ e) | (p⇒ e | ms)
expressions e ::= x | 〈〉 | 〈e1, e2〉 | c(e) | (case e of ms) | (lam x : τ.e) | e1(e2)

| let x = e1 in e2 end | (fix f : τ.v)
values v ::= x | c(v) | 〈〉 | 〈v1, v2〉 | (lam x : τ.e)
contexts Γ ::= · | Γ, x : τ

Figure 2: The syntax for ML0

The remainder of this extended abstract is organized as follows. We introduce the notion of constraint
domain in Section 3. We then present in Section 4 the language MLΠ

0 (C) parameterized over a constraint
domain C, its typing rules and its operational semantics. In Section 5, we give the rules for elaboration
from DML(C) to MLΠ

0 (C), and prove its correctness. We explain the need for existential dependent types
in Section 6 and extend MLΠ

0 (C) to MLΠ,Σ
0 (C). In the rest of the paper we discuss some related work and

conclude.

2 Mini-ML with Pattern Matching

We start with a programming language (ML0) along the lines of Mini-ML, including general pattern matching
which is critical in practice and whose theory in this setting is nontrivial. Polymorphism, on the other hand,
is largely orthogonal and therefore omitted here, although it is supported in the implementation with a
value restriction in order to obtain soundness as in SML’97 [11] or CAML [19]. The syntax of ML0 is given
in Figure 2. Our own source language DML(C) will have essentially the same syntax, except that there is
a richer language for types.

We omit the typing rules and the call-by-value natural semantics of this language, which are standard.

Given e, v in ML0, we write e
m
↪→ v if e evaluates to v.

3 Constraints

Our enriched language will be parameterized over a domain of constraints from which the index objects
for types are drawn. Typical examples include linear equalities and inequalities over integers, boolean
constraints, or finite sets. Due to space limitations, we only briefly sketch the interface to constraints as
they are used in our type system.

First we note that constraints themselves are typed. In order to avoid confusion we call the types of
the constraint language index sorts. We use b for base index sorts such as bool for propositions and int

for integers. We use f for interpreted functions symbols, p for atomic predicates (that is, functions of sort
γ → bool) and we assume to have constants such as equality, truth values > and ⊥, negation ¬, conjunction
∧, and disjunction ∨, all of which are interpreted as usual.

index sorts γ ::= b | 1 | γ1 ∗ γ2 | {a : γ | p(a)}

Here {a : γ | p(i)} is the subset index sort for those elements of γ satisfying proposition p. For instance, nat
is an abbreviation for {a : int | a ≥ 0}. We use a for index variables, and formulate index objects as follows.

index objects i, j ::= a | () | (i, j) | f(i)
index contexts φ ::= · | φ, a : γ | φ, p(i)
index constraints Φ ::= p(i) | Φ1 ∧Φ1 | p(i) ⊃ Φ | ∀a : γ.Φ | ∃a : γ.Φ
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We omit the standard sorting rules for this index language and the standard definition of constraint
satisfaction.

The index constraints listed here are the ones which result from elaboration and should therefore be
practically solvable for C in order to obtain a usable type checker for DML(C). This is the case, for
example, for integer equalities and inequalities, which our implementation solves by a variant of Fourier’s
method. Empirical results and further references can be found in [20].

4 ML0 with Dependent Types

We now present MLΠ
0 (C) with dependent types, which is an extension of ML0. Given a domain C of

constraints, the syntax of MLΠ
0 (C) is given as follows. We use δ for base types or base type families, where

we use δ() for an unindexed type.

families δ ::= (family of built-in or user-declared refined types)
constructor signature S ::= · | S, c : Πa1 : γ1 . . .Πan : γm.τ → δ(i)
major types σ ::= δ(i) | 1 | (τ1 ∗ τ2) | (τ1→ τ2)
types τ ::= σ | (Πa : γ.τ)
patterns p ::= x | c[a1] . . . [an](p) | 〈〉 | 〈p1, p2〉
matches ms ::= (p⇒ e) | (p⇒ e | ms)
expressions e ::= x | 〈〉 | 〈e1, e2〉 | c[i1] . . . [in](e) | (case e of ms)

| (λa : γ.e) | e[i] | (lam x : τ.e) | e1(e2)
| let x = e1 in e2 end | (fix f : τ.v)

values v ::= x | c[i1] . . . [in](v) | 〈〉 | 〈v1, v2〉 | (lam x : τ.e) | (λa : γ.v)
contexts Γ,∆ ::= · | Γ, x : τ
substitutions θ ::= [] | θ[x 7→ v] | θ[a 7→ i]

We do not specify here how new type families or constructor types are actually declared, but assume
only that they can be processed into the form given above. Our implementation provides both built-in and
user-declared refinement of types as shown in the examples.

The typing rules for MLΠ
0 (C) should be familiar from a dependently typed λ-calculus (such as the

ones underlying Coq or Nuprl), except that we separate index variables, abstractions, and applications
from term variables, abstractions, and applications. The critical rule of type conversion uses the judgment
φ ` δ(i) ≡ δ(j), which is the congruent extension of equality on index objects to arbitrary types.

The only significant complication arises from pattern matching where new index assumptions ϕ are
generated. We restrict the index arguments to constructors appearing in patterns to index variables so that
pattern matches fail or succeed independently of the indices.

The judgment p ↓ σ� (ϕ; ∆) expresses that the index and ordinary variables in pattern p have the types
in ϕ and ∆, respectively, if we know that p must have type σ.

x ↓ τ � (·; x : τ) 〈〉 ↓ 1� (·; ·)
p1 ↓ τ1 � (ϕ1; ∆1) p2 ↓ τ2 � (ϕ2; ∆2)

〈p1, p2〉 ↓ τ1 ∗ τ2 � (ϕ1, ϕ2; ∆1,∆2)

S(c) = Πa1 : γ1 . . .Πan : γn.(τ → δ(i)) p ↓ τ � (ϕ1; ∆)

c[a1] . . . [an](p) ↓ δ(j)� (a1 : γ1, . . . , an : γn, ϕ1, i
.
= j; ∆)

The judgment for match expressions, φ; Γ ` ms : σ ⇒ τ checks independently for each case that, given a
subject of type σ the case branch will have type τ . This will always be satisfied for branches which can
be seen as impossible based purely on the type of the case subject,but it is not precise enough for some
programs which are correct only when patterns are matched sequentially. This has been a minor problem
in our experiments to date since one can always decompose patterns into disjoint ones by hand if necessary,
but a refinement of the present strategy is likely to be necessary on symbolic index domains and will require
further research.

p ↓ σ � (ϕ; ∆) φ, ϕ; Γ,∆ ` e : τ

φ; Γ ` p⇒ e : σ ⇒ τ

φ; Γ ` (p⇒ e) : σ ⇒ τ φ; Γ ` ms : σ ⇒ τ

φ; Γ ` (p⇒ e | ms) : σ ⇒ τ
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φ; Γ ` e : τ1 φ ` τ1 ≡ τ2

φ; Γ ` e : τ2

Γ(x) = τ

φ; Γ ` x : τ

S(c) = τ

φ; Γ ` c : τ

φ; Γ ` 〈〉 : 1

φ; Γ ` e1 : τ1 φ; Γ ` e2 : τ2

φ; Γ ` 〈e1, e2〉 : τ1 ∗ τ2

φ; Γ ` e : σ φ; Γ ` ms : σ ⇒ τ

φ; Γ ` (case e of ms) : τ
φ, a : γ; Γ ` e : τ

φ; Γ ` (λa : γ.e) : (Πa : γ.τ)

φ; Γ ` e : Πa : γ.τ φ ` i : γ

φ; Γ ` e[i] : τ [a := i]
φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` e : τ2

φ; Γ ` (lam x : τ1.e) : τ1 → τ2

φ; Γ ` e1 : τ1 → τ2 φ; Γ ` e2 : τ1

φ; Γ ` e1(e2) : τ2

φ; Γ ` e1 : τ1 φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` e2 : τ2

φ; Γ ` let x = e1 in e2 end : τ2

φ; Γ, f : τ ` v : τ

φ; Γ ` (fix f : τ.v) : τ

Figure 3: Typing Rules for MLΠ
0 (C)

The remaining typing rules for MLΠ
0 (C) are in Figure 3.

Next we turn to the operational semantics. The critical design decisions are that (a) indices are never
evaluated, (b) indices are never used to selected branches during pattern matches, and (c) we evaluate
underneath index abstractions λa : γ.e. We do, however, substitute for index variables when a branch in a
pattern match has been selected, or when a dependently typed function is applied to an index argument as
in e[i]. These points together guarantee type preservation for MLΠ

0 (C) and conservativity over ML0.
For the sake of brevity, we omit the operational semantics in this extended abstract. Given the remarks

above, it is straightforward to define e
c
↪→ v in the style of natural semantics, which means e evaluates to v

in MLΠ
0 (C).

Next we prove the central properties of MLΠ
0 (C). The first basic property states that dependent types

are preserved under the operational semantics.

Theorem 4.1 (Type preservation in MLΠ
0 (C)) Given e, v in MLΠ

0 (C) such that e
c
↪→ v is derivable. If

φ; Γ ` e : τ is derivable, then φ; Γ ` v : τ is derivable.

Proof By a structural induction on the derivations of e
c
↪→ v and φ; Γ ` e : τ .

The following definition and theorems detail the relationship between MLΠ
0 (C) and ML0. Basically,

MLΠ
0 (C) is a refinement of the type system of ML0 which allows us to express more properties, but neither

affects the operational semantics nor the typing judgments already expressible in ML0.

Definition 4.2 The erasure function | · | is defined in Figure 4, which maps an expression in MLΠ
0 (C) into

one in ML0. Note that a few trivial cases are omitted for the sake of brevity.

A program written in MLΠ
0 (C) is executed in ML. The next theorem guarantees that the erasure of a

well-typed program in MLΠ
0 (C) is also well-typed in ML0.

Theorem 4.3 If φ; Γ ` e : τ is derivable in MLΠ
0 (C), then |Γ| ` |e| : |τ | is derivable in ML0.

Proof By a structural induction on the derivation of φ; Γ ` e : τ .

Also we must guarantee that the operational semantics of a program in MLΠ
0 (C) is preserved when it is

evaluated in ML0. This is done by the following two theorems.

Theorem 4.4 (Soundness) If e
c
↪→ v derivable in MLΠ

0 (C), then |e| m↪→|v| is derivable.
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|δ(i1, . . . , in)| = δ |τ1 ∗ τ2| = |τ1| ∗ |τ2|
|τ1 → τ2| = |τ1| → |τ2| |Πa : γ.τ | = |τ |
|c[i1] . . . [in](e)| = c(|e|) |(lam x : τ.e)| = (lam x : |τ |.|e|)
|(λa : γ.e)| = |e| |e[i]| = |e|
|fix x : τ.v| = fix x : |τ |.|v| |Γ, x : τ | = |Γ|, x : |τ |
|θ[a 7→ i]| = |θ| |θ[x 7→ e]| = |θ|[x 7→ |e|]

Figure 4: The definition of erasure function | · |

Proof By a structural induction on the derivation of e
c
↪→ v.

The corresponding completeness property relies on the restrictions on the form of constructor types and
the index arguments to constructors in patterns.

Theorem 4.5 (Completeness) Given φ; Γ ` e : τ derivable in MLΠ
0 (C). If |e| m↪→ v∗ is derivable for some v∗

in ML0, then there exists v in MLΠ
0 (C) such that e

c
↪→ v and |v| = v∗.

Proof By a structural induction on the derivations of |e| m↪→ v∗ and φ; Γ ` e : τ .

It is a straightforward observation on the typing rules for MLΠ
0 (C) that the following theorem holds. There-

fore, if the user does not index any types, then his code is valid in MLΠ
0 (C) iff it is valid in ML0.

Theorem 4.6 MLΠ
0 (C) is a conservative extension of ML0.

5 Elaboration

We have so far presented an explicitly typed language MLΠ
0 (C). This presentation has a serious drawback

from a programmer’s point view: one would quickly be overwhelmed with types when programming in such
a setting. It then becomes apparent that it is necessary to provide an external language DML(C) together
with a mapping to the internal language MLΠ

0 (C). This mapping is called elaboration.

5.1 The External Language DML(C) for MLΠ
0 (C)

The syntax for DML(C) is given as follows.

patterns p, q ::= x | c(p) | 〈〉 | 〈p, q〉
matches ms ::= (p⇒ e) | (p⇒ e | ms)
expressions e ::= x | c(e) | 〈〉 | 〈e1, e2〉

| case e of ms | lam x.e | lam x : τ.e | e1(e2)
| let x = e1 in e2 end | fix f.v | fix f : τ.v | e : τ

Note that this is basically the syntax for ML0 though types here could be dependent types. This partially
attests to the unobtrusiveness of our enrichment.

5.2 Elaboration as Static Semantics

We illustrate some intuition behind the elaboration rules while presenting them. Elaboration, which incor-
porates type checking, is defined via two mutually recursive judgments: one to synthesize a type where this
can be done in a most general way, and one to check a term against a type where synthesis is not possible.
The synthesizing judgement then has the form φ; Γ ` e ↑ τ ⇒ e∗ and means that e elaborates into e∗ with
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type τ . The checking judgement has the form φ; Γ ` e ↓ τ ⇒ e∗ and means that e elaborates into e∗ against
type τ . In general, we use e, p,ms for external expressions, patterns and matches, and e∗, p∗, ms∗ for their
internal counterparts

The purpose of first two rules is to eliminate universal quantifiers. For instance, let us assume that e1(e2)
is in the code and a type of form Πa : γ.τ is synthesized for e1; then we must apply the rule pi-elim to
remove the quantifier in the type; we continue doing so until a major type is reached, which must be of form
τ1 → τ2 (if the code is type-correct). Note that the actually index i is not locally determined, but becomes
an existential variable for the constraint solver. The rule pi-intro is simpler since we check against a given
dependent functional type.

φ; Γ ` e ↑ Πa : γ.τ ⇒ e∗ φ ` i : γ

φ; Γ ` e ↑ τ [a := i]⇒ e∗[i]
pi-elim

φ, a : γ; Γ ` e ↓ τ ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` e ↓ Πa : γ.τ ⇒ (λa : γ.e∗)
pi-intro

The next rule is for lambda abstraction, which checks a lam expression against a type. The rule for
the fixed point operator is similar. We emphasize that we never synthesize types for either lam or fix
expressions (for which principal types do not exist in general).

φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` e ↓ τ2 ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` (lam x.e) ↓ τ1 → τ2 ⇒ (lam x : τ1.e
∗
1)

The next rule is for function application, where the interaction between the two kinds of judgments takes
place. After synthesizing a major type τ1 → τ2 for e1, we simply check e2 against τ1—synthesis for e2 is
unnecessary.

φ; Γ ` e1 ↑ τ1 → τ2 ⇒ e∗1 φ; Γ ` e2 ↓ τ1 ⇒ e∗2
φ; Γ ` e1(e2) ↑ τ2 ⇒ e∗1(e∗2)

We maintain the invariant that the shape of types of variables in the context is always determined, modulo
possible index constraints which may need to be solved. This means that with the rules above we can
already check all normal forms. A term which is not in normal form most often will be a let, but in any
case will require a type annotation, as illustrated in one of the two rules for let-expressions below.

φ; Γ ` e1 ↑ τ1 ⇒ e∗1 φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` e2 ↓ τ2 ⇒ e∗2
φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` let x = e1 in e2 end ↓ τ2 ⇒ let x = e∗1 in e∗2 end

Even if we are checking against a type, we must synthesize the type of e1. If e1 is a function or fixpoint, its
type must be given, in practice mostly be writing let x : τ = e1 in e2 end which abbreviates let x = (e1 :
τ) in e2 end. The following rule allows us to take advantage of such annotations.

φ; Γ ` e ↓ τ ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` (e : τ) ↑ τ ⇒ e∗
anno

As a result, the only types appearing in realistic programs are due to declarations of functions and a few
cases of polymorphic instantiation.

Moreover, in the presence of existential dependent types, which will be introduced in Section 6, a pure
ML type without dependencies obtained in the first phase of type-checking is assumed if no explicit type
annotation is given. This makes our extension truly conservative in the sense that pure ML programs will
work exactly as before, not requiring any annotations.

Elaboration rules for patterns are particularly simple, due to the constraint nature of the types for
constructors. We elaborate a pattern p against a type τ , yielding an internal pattern p∗ and index and
term environments ϕ and ∆, respectively. This is written as p ↓ τ ⇒ (p∗;ϕ; ∆) in Figure 5. This judgment
is used in the rule for pattern matching: The generated constraints ϕ are assumed into the context while
elaborating e. For constraint satisfaction, these are treated as hypotheses.

p ↓ τ1 ⇒ (p∗;ϕ; ∆) φ, ϕ; Γ,∆ ` e ↓ τ2 ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` (p⇒ e) ↓ (τ1 ⇒ τ2)⇒ (p∗ ⇒ e∗1)
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x ↓ τ ⇒ (x; ·; x : τ) 〈〉 ↓ 1⇒ (〈〉; ·; ·)
p1 ↓ τ1 ⇒ (p∗1;ϕ1; ∆1) p2 ↓ τ2 ⇒ (p∗2;ϕ2; ∆2)

〈p1, p2〉 ↓ τ1 ∗ τ2 ⇒ (〈p∗1, p∗2〉;ϕ1, ϕ2; ∆1,∆2)

S(c) = Πa1 : γ1 . . .Πan : γn.τ → δ(i) p ↓ τ ⇒ (p∗;ϕ; ∆)

c(p) ↓ δ(j)⇒ (c[a1] . . . [an](p∗); a1 : γ1, . . . , an : γn, ϕ, i
.
= j; ∆)

Figure 5: The elaboration rules for patterns

Lemma 5.1 If p ↓ σ ⇒ (p∗;ϕ; ∆) is derivable, then p = |p∗| and p∗ ↓ σ � (ϕ; ∆) is derivable.

The complete elaboration rules for DML(C) are listed in Appendix A can be justified by the following
theorem.

Theorem 5.2 We have the following.

1. If φ; Γ ` e ↑ τ ⇒ e∗ is derivable, then φ; Γ ` e∗ : τ is derivable and |e| = |e∗|.

2. If φ; Γ ` e ↓ τ ⇒ e∗ is derivable, then φ; Γ ` e∗ : τ is derivable and |e| = |e∗|.

Proof (1) and (2) follow straightforwardly from a simultaneous structural induction on the derivations of
Γ ` e ↑ τ ⇒ e∗ and φ; Γ ` e ↓ τ ⇒ e∗.

The description of type reconstruction as static semantics is intuitively appealing, but there is still a gap
between the description and its implementation. There, elaboration rules explicitly generate constraints,
thus reduce dependent type-checking to constraint satisfaction. This kind of transformation is standard and
therefore omitted here. We refer the interested reader to [20] for an example on elaboration and constraint
generation.

6 Existential dependent types

In practice, the constraint domain must be relatively simple to permit the implementation of an effective
constraint solver. Therefore there remain many properties indices which cannot be expressed. For instance,
if we apply the following filter function to a list of length n, we cannot express the length of the resulting
list since it depends on the predicate p.

fun filter p nil = nil

| filter p (x::xs) = if p(x) then x::(filter p xs) else (filter p xs)

Nonetheless, we know that there exists some m ≤ n such that the length of the resulting list is m, which
can be expressed using an existential dependent type, also called weak dependent sum. Also, existential
types can mediate between dependent and ordinary ML types. For instance, given a function of ML type
’a list -> ’a list, we can assign to it a dependent type which states that the function returns a list with
some length when applied to a list of some length. This yields an approach to handling existing functions
such as those in a library, whose definitions may not available.

We now extend MLΠ
0 (C) to MLΠ,Σ

0 (C) as follows.

type τ ::= . . . | (Σa : γ.τ)
expression e ::= . . . | 〈i | e〉 | let 〈a | x〉 = e1 in e2 end
value v ::= . . . | 〈i | v〉
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φ; Γ ` e : τ [a := i] φ ` i : γ

φ; Γ ` 〈i | e〉 : (Σa : γ.τ)
(t-sig-pack)

φ; Γ ` e1 : Σa : γ.τ1 φ, a : γ; Γ, x : τ1 ` e2 : τ2

φ; Γ ` let 〈a | x〉 = e1 in e2 end : τ2
(t-sig-unpack)

For instance, we can assign the following type to the function filter

(’a -> bool) -> {n:nat} ’a list(n) -> [m:nat | m <= n] ’a list(m),

where [m:nat | m <= n] stands for Σm : {a : nat | a ≤ n}. Also, we can assign the type

([n:nat] ’a list(n)) -> ([n:nat] ’a list(n)),

to any function of ML type ’a list -> ’a list.
We can then prove all the theorems in Section 4 for MLΠ,Σ

0 (C). It is also easy to give a sound elaboration
procedure for for DML(C) for this richer type language (which is also part of our implementation), but there
is no clear and canonical choice for where existential types are to be unpacked. The theoretical analysis
of elaboration for the extended type language is therefore beyond the scope of this extended abstract. We
refer the interested reader to [21].

7 Related work

Our work falls in between full program verification, either in type theory or systems such as PVS [14],
and traditional type systems for programming languages. When compared to verification, our system is
less expressive but more automatic when constraint domains with practical constraint satisfaction problems
are chosen. Our work can be viewed as providing a systematic and uniform language interface for a ver-
ifier intended to be used as a type system during the program development cycle. Since it extends ML
conservatively, it can be used sparingly, existing ML programs will work as before (if there is no keyword
conflict).

When compared to traditional type systems for programming languages, perhaps the closest related
work is refinement types [3], which also aims at expressing and checking more properties of programs that
are already well-typed in ML, rather than admitting more programs as type correct, which is the goal
of most other research on extending type systems. However, the mechanism of refinement types is quite
different and incomparable in expressive power: while refinement types incorporate intersection and can thus
ascribe multiple types to terms in a uniform way, dependent types can express properties such as “these
two argument lists have the same length” which are not recognizable by tree automata (the basis for type
refinements). We plan to consider a combination of these ideas in future work.

Parent[15] proposed to reverse the process of extracting programs from constructive proofs in Coq[2],
synthesizing proof skeletons from annotated programs. Such proof skeletons contain “holes” corresponding
to logical propositions not unlike our constraint formulas. In order to limit the verbosity of the required
annotations, she also developed heuristics to reconstruct then in some cases using higher-order unification.
Our aims and methods are similar, but much less general in the kind of specifications we can express. On the
other hand, this allows a richer source language with fewer annotations and, in practice, avoids interaction
with a theorem prover.

Hayashi proposed a type system ATTT [4], which allows a notion of refinement types as in the type
system for ML[3], plus intersection and union of refinement types and singleton refinement types. He
demonstrated the value of singleton, union and intersection types in extracting realistic programs, which
is similar to our use of corresponding logical operators on constraints. However, he does not address the
practical problem of type checking or partial inference.

Sannella and Tarlecki proposed Extended ML [17] as a framework for the formal development of programs
in a pure fragment of Standard ML. The module system of Extended ML can not only declare the type of
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a function but also the axioms it satisfies. This leads to the need of theorem proving during type checking.
We specify and check less information about functions which avoids general theorem proving. On the other
hand, we currently do not address module-level issues, although we believe that our approach should extend
naturally to signatures and functors without much additional machinery.

Kreitz [8] embedded a subset of the OCaml programming language into NuPrl for reasoning about
programs written in this subset. The objective is to develop automated tools for the verification and
optimization of group communication systems. This embedding translates programing language constructs
into type-theoretic expressions, which is a rather involved task requiring complex reasoning about the
resulting expressions. We believe that our approach could be used to check some of these properties.

Jay and Sekanina [7] have introduced a technique for array bounds checking based on the notion of
shape types. Shape checking is a kind of partial evaluation and has very different characteristics and source
language when compared to DML(C), where C consists of linear integer equality and inequality constraints.
We feel that their design is more restrictive and seems more promising for languages based on iteration
schemas rather than general recursion.

Finally, recent work by Pierce and Turner [16] which includes some empirical studies, is based on a similar
bi-directional strategy, although they are concerned with the interaction of polymorphism and subtyping,
while we are concerned with dependent types. The use of constraints for index domains is quite different
from the use of constraints to model subtyping constraints (see, for example, [18]).

8 Conclusion

We have designed a practical class of refinements of ML by allowing dependencies based on constraints.
Type annotations are required, but not overly verbose, and the resulting type-checking algorithm has shown
itself to be practical for typical programs and constraint domains, such as linear equalities and inequalities
over integers for array-bounds checking.

In future work, we plan to extend MLΠ
0 (C) to full Standard ML. The critical issues are exceptions,

mutable references, and module-level constructs. Since our design explicitly separates indices from ML ex-
pressions, we expect these extensions to be mostly straightforward. Another practically important extension
may be the introduction of limited forms of intersection types [3], so that more than one dependent type
can be assigned to a function without code duplication.

Our primary motivation is to allow the programmer to express more program properties through types
and thus catch more errors at compile time. We are also interested in using this as a front-end for a
certifying compiler [12] which propagates program properties through a compiler where they can be used
for optimizations or be packaged with the binaries in the form of proof-carrying code [13].
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A Elaboration rules for DML(C)

We list the elaboration rules for DML(C) as follows.

φ; Γ ` e ↑ Πa : γ.τ ⇒ e∗ φ ` i : γ

φ; Γ ` e ↑ τ [a := i]⇒ e∗[i]

φ, a : γ; Γ ` e ↓ τ ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` e ↓ Πa : γ.τ ⇒ (λa : γ.e∗)

Γ(x) = τ

φ; Γ ` x ↑ τ ⇒ x

φ; Γ ` x ↑ σ1 ⇒ e∗ φ ` σ1 ≡ σ2

φ; Γ ` x ↓ σ2 ⇒ e∗

S(c) = τ

φ; Γ ` c ↑ τ ⇒ c

φ; Γ ` c ↑ σ1 ⇒ e∗ φ ` σ1 ≡ σ2

φ; Γ ` c ↓ σ2 ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` 〈〉 ↑ 1⇒ 〈〉 φ; Γ ` 〈〉 ↓ 1⇒ 〈〉
φ; Γ ` e1 ↑ σ1 ⇒ e∗1 φ; Γ ` e2 ↑ σ2 ⇒ e∗2

φ; Γ ` 〈e1, e2〉 ↑ σ1 ∗ σ2 ⇒ 〈e∗1, e∗2〉
φ; Γ ` e1 ↓ τ1 ⇒ e∗1 φ; Γ ` e2 ↓ τ2 ⇒ e∗2

φ; Γ ` 〈e1, e2〉 ↓ τ1 ∗ τ2 ⇒ 〈e∗1, e∗2〉
..................................................................................................................................................

p ↓ τ1 ⇒ (p∗;ϕ; ∆) φ, ϕ; Γ,∆ ` e ↓ τ2 ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` (p⇒ e) ↓ (τ1 ⇒ τ2)⇒ (p∗ ⇒ e∗1)

φ; Γ ` (p⇒ e) ↓ (τ1 ⇒ τ2)⇒ (p∗ ⇒ e∗) φ; Γ ` ms ↓ (τ1⇒ τ2)⇒ ms∗

φ; Γ ` (p⇒ e | ms) ↓ (τ1 ⇒ τ2)⇒ (p∗ ⇒ e∗ | ms∗)
φ; Γ ` e ↑ τ1 ⇒ e∗ φ; Γ ` ms ↓ (τ1⇒ τ2)⇒ ms∗

φ; Γ ` (case e of ms) ↓ τ2 ⇒ (case e∗ of ms∗)

..................................................................................................................................................

φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` e ↓ τ2 ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` (lam x.e) ↓ τ1 → τ2 ⇒ (lam x : τ1.e
∗
1)

φ; Γ, x : τ ` e ↓ τ2 ⇒ e∗ φ ` τ1 ≡ τ
φ; Γ ` (lam x : τ.e) ↓ τ1 → τ2 ⇒ (lam x : τ1.e

∗
1)

φ; Γ ` e1 ↑ τ1 → τ2 ⇒ e∗1 φ; Γ ` e2 ↓ τ1 ⇒ e∗2
φ; Γ ` e1(e2) ↑ τ2 ⇒ e∗1(e∗2)

φ; Γ ` e1(e2) ↑ σ′ ⇒ e∗ φ ` σ′ ≡ σ
φ; Γ ` e1(e2) ↓ σ ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` e1 ↑ τ1 ⇒ e∗1 φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` e2 ↑ τ2 ⇒ e∗2
φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` let x = e1 in e2 end ↑ τ2 ⇒ let x = e∗1 in e∗2 end

φ; Γ ` e1 ↑ τ1 ⇒ e∗1 φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` e2 ↓ τ2 ⇒ e∗2
φ; Γ, x : τ1 ` let x = e1 in e2 end ↓ τ2 ⇒ let x = e∗1 in e∗2 end

φ; Γ, f : τ ` v ↓ τ ⇒ v∗

φ; Γ ` (fix f : τ.v) ↑ τ ⇒ (fix f : τ.v∗)

φ; Γ, f : τ ` v ↓ τ ⇒ v∗ φ ` τ ≡ τ ′
φ; Γ ` (fix f : τ.v) ↓ τ ′ ⇒ (fix f : τ.v∗)

φ; Γ, f : τ ` v ↓ τ ⇒ v∗

φ; Γ ` (fix f.v) ↓ τ ⇒ (fix f : τ.v∗)

φ; Γ ` e ↓ τ ⇒ e∗

φ; Γ ` (e : τ) ↑ τ ⇒ e∗
φ; Γ ` (e : τ) ↑ σ1 ⇒ e∗ φ ` σ1 ≡ σ2

φ; Γ ` (e : τ) ↓ σ2 ⇒ e∗

Figure 6: The elaboration rules for DML(C)
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